Mlearning vocabulary test!

Test yourself on your digital jargon below!

1 What is one of the main differences between 2G, 3G and 4G wireless networks?
   a) connection speed         b) colour or black and white         c) connection security

2 Which kind of online learning involves both teacher and students online at the same time (for example, in a chat or video conference)?
   a) asynchronous         b) symmetrical         c) synchronous

3 In e-learning terms, what does f2f stand for?
   a) face to face         b) front to front         c) phone to phone

4 What does the G in GPS stand for?
   a) Global         b) Geographical         c) Generic

5 How many pixels are there in a megapixel?
   a) a hundred         b) a thousand         c) a million

6 What are Windows Mobile, Pocket PC, Android and Symbian?
   a) smartphones         b) operating systems         c) tablet computers
7 What is the image below?

a) a bar code  
b) an RSS feed  
c) a QR code

8 What is another word for the messages sent on Twitter?

a) micros  
b) tweets  
c) twits

9 Which of these web tools allow multiple users to edit a webpage?

a) a wiki  
b) a podcast  
c) a micro-blog

10 If you are using the phone's camera, internet and GPS to find out information about the world around you then you are probably using

a) augmented reality  
b) bluetooth  
c) streaming
ANSWERS:
1 a, 2 c, 3 a, 4 a, 5 b, 6 b, 7 c, 8 b, 9 a, 10 a